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Description  
RX29 Smoke and Foul Odor Eliminator is an ultra dry mixture of Airicide® Odor 
Counteractant and other components formulated to atomize completely into the  
air. While airborne, the extremely small particle size of the Airicide® is able to link 
with the foul odor molecules, changing the nose’s perception of the original odor.  
 
 Uses  
Simply and effectively erases foul odors from the air. It is effective against tobacco  
smoke, garbage, animal smells, gasoline, kitchen smells, urine and other odors  
that are difficult to remove.  
 

Professional Grade 
AIRBORNE
Odor Counteractant

RX29 is a super strength foul odor counteractant  
made especially for hotels, nursing homes and  
other facilities subject to intense, lingering odor  
problems. It is packaged in convenient aerosol  
cans. But unlike ordinary aerosols, it produces  
a dry spray pattern that will not wet or stain  
surfaces on which it is used. RX29’s ultra dry  
formulation produces an extremely small particle  

size that allows the Airicide® to remain airborne  
and not “fall out” like other aerosols. RX29 may  
be atomized directly on drapes, upholstery, bedding,  
carpeting and clothing. It is much more than 
a space spray. By penetrating fabrics without  
staining them, it eliminates malodors at their  
source and  also provides residual effectiveness. 
RX29 contains no CFCs.

Contains Airicide®



ODOR COUNTERACTANT .....................................Airicide®

pH .........................................................................10.5 ± 0.5
COLOR............................................................................N/A
VAPOR DENSITY ...............................................(AIR=1):>1
BIODEGRADABILITY ............................................complete
FLASH POINT ( OF CONCENTRATE ONLY)...............68°F
BOILING POINT ( OF CONCENTRATE ONLY)..........125°F
SPECIFIC GRAVITY ................(water)0.932 ± 0.005 gm/ml
VAPOR DENSITY ............................Vapor as water/ethanol
SHELF LIFE .....................(closed) min 2 yrs. at room temp
TOTAL VOC...................................................................30%
CFC CONTENT ..........................................................NONE

Specifications

Distributed by:

 Benefits	  
FOR SMOKE & OTHER PERSISTENT ODORS - Not just a household product. Erases intense lingering odors.
IMMEDIATE ACTION - Starts to erase foul odors the moment it is sprayed.
SUPER STRENGTH - You use much less. One short spray does more than most ordinary deodorizers.
CONTAINS AIRICIDE® - Proven effective in removing really foul odors from smoke and other sources.
PENETRATES - Reaches and erases the source of foul odors; not just a mask for odors in the air.
ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY - Contains no fluorocarbons.
RESIDUAL - For long lasting control of smoke and other foul odors.
NO SPECIAL EQUIPMENT NEEDED - Special fogging equipment is not required. Unique ultra fine spray head dispenses 
product.
PRODUCES A DRY SPRAY - Will not stain or wet fabric.
ULTRA FINE SPRAY - RX29 will remain airborne because of its small particle size, allowing it to travel with and eliminate  
the foul odor and not “fall out”.  
 
 Directions  
Shake container before using and occasionally during use. Hold can upright when spraying. May be used as a space  
deodorizer in the air or directly on surfaces that have absorbed odors.
AS A SPACE DEODORIZER - Press button and spray upward toward center of the room.
AS A RESIDUAL ON ABSORBENT SURFACES - RX29 contains nothing expected to have a deleterious effect on surfaces. 
Before using on fabric, test in an out-of-way spot for color fastness.
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